The story of Sorley Boy MacDonnell & Clan Ian Mor is ultimately one of the private association—a prominent Gaelic clan—against the centralized, quasi-modern Tudor nation-state. Clan Ian Mor's existence was firmly grounded in the concepts of private community (Gemeinschaft) & cultural nationalism (Volksgebunden), displaying a tribal unity based on kinship (both agnatic & fictive), hierarchy, honor, private property rights & the right to self-protection. The MacDonnell family's main nemesis was the Tudor state, the modern, formal, bureaucratic & imperialistic nature of which was rooted in the contrary concepts of public society (Gesellschaft) & unitary nationalism (Staatsgebunden). In order to protect their interests against the emerging English Leviathan, the leaders of Clan Ian Mor undertook an aggressive campaign of territorial expansion. They became a pan-Gaelic power with holdings in both Ulster & the western Highlands & Isles of Scotland. Under the leadership of Sorley Boy, Clan Ian Mor's two branches, the Antrim (Irish) & Dunyveg (Scottish) MacDonnells, beat back the English & their Gaelic allies & preserved the family’s independent political base, especially in northeastern Ireland, until the mid-seventeenth century. This Gaelic enclave became one of the most important royalist recruiting grounds during the War of the Three Kingdoms. In the wider context, then, Clan Ian Mor's success in preserving its lands & independence against the Tudors was of signal importance for British historical development from 1500 to 1650. Order from: Frazier Educational Resources, Box 638, McMurray Station, Abilene, TX 79697.
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